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Greetings to all our People and Satanic Comrades. 

 

Now as all of you here know, I uploaded a video yesterday. Well due to "Copyright" strikes 
it was taken down. I am re-uploading as I type this. Many more videos will come. Also, it's 
quite funny how in fact, you promote the songs, the writers can make profit, but they have a 
problem anyway. You don't 'steal' their material, and you gain not a single penny. What it 
comes down to it is free advertising for better or for worse, and artists always want 
publicity. Copyrights basically have to do with ownership. So long someone doesn't claim 
OWNERSHIP of something, or even implies it, then a copyright is not challenged in reality. 
But it's Goyim-rights and that's all. 

 

Even if jewtube paid, I wouldn't want any of their money for uploading such videos. But this 
is a great thing and I like to keep people entertained with material. If time allows, a weekly 
show would be something great for everyone. I am open to advice on other platforms and 
how we can organize, but this needs to be legal etc. Also, any suggestions are welcome, 
within reason. 

 

Of course, the jews have their Goyimright in place. As we all know everything the Goyim do 
is subject to the jew. IF you have a hooknose, or if you are black, these rules don't apply to 
you. Are you member of a suppressed minority or not? These things apply to Asians, 
Whites and also Blacks in good standing. Some other trashers are of course free to speak 
out because Dayum, we may be shrinking their "rights". 

 

Of course, my other doc was taken down for 'hate speech'. Muslims who claim of 
murdering and killing others are of course welcome. You can go down there and see all 
these videos. Kind of funny when you have all these channels with black people saying 
things such as we have to 'flail' and kill 'dis' or 'dat' openly, and others who kill their own 
people on camera do freely stream. My documentary though that all sensible black people 
agreed with and had amassing views like crazy, because it pointed to the real problem of 
black comrades suffer from racially, the Jew, they took down. 

 

But guess (((Who))) backs these channels up. Youtube tries to really play the 'open' 
platform and it’s true that only people with OUR ideology don't get any freebies there. 

 

But well jewtube seems to assume that hey, I am not black, therefore due to being on equal 
footing, even at the imaginary threat that some material would say something like this 
(Which it never does) let's take it down. 

 

Here's the video. Unfortunately, I had to remove the first track which did fit it perfectly, and 
re-edit it. It doesn't harm to spread it like wildfire. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7208NJAJfTQ 
[Note: Video has been removed from youtube] 
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